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Abstract The neurodegenerative diseases, Alzheimer’s

disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disease (PD), are age-related

disorders characterized by the deposition of abnormal

forms of specific proteins in the brain. AD is characterized

by the presence of extracellular amyloid plaques and

intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles in the brain. Bio-

chemical analysis of amyloid plaques revealed that the

main constituent is fibrillar aggregates of a 39–42 residue

peptide referred to as the amyloid-b protein (Ab). PD is

associated with the degeneration of dopaminergic neurons

in the substantia nigra pars compacta. One of the patho-

logical hallmarks of PD is the presence of intracellular

inclusions called Lewy bodies that consist of aggregates of

the presynaptic soluble protein called a-synuclein. There

are various factors influencing the pathological depositions,

and in general, the cause of neuronal death in neurological

disorders appears to be multifactorial. However, it is clear,

that the underlying factor in the neurological disorders is

increased oxidative stress substantiated by the findings that

the protein side-chains are modified either directly by

reactive oxygen species (ROS) or reactive nitrogen species

(RNS), or indirectly, by the products of lipid peroxidation.

The increased level of oxidative stress in AD brain is

reflected by the increased brain content of iron (Fe) and

copper (Cu) both capable of stimulating free radical for-

mation (e.g. hydroxyl radicals via Fenton reaction),

increased protein and DNA oxidation in the AD brain,

enhanced lipid peroxidation, decreased level of cytochrome

c oxidase and advanced glycation end products (AGEs),

carbonyls, malondialdehyde (MDA), peroxynitrite, and

heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1). AGEs, mainly through their

interaction with receptors for advanced glycation end

products (RAGEs), further activate signaling pathways,

inducing formation of proinflammatory cytokines such as

interleukin-6 (IL-6). The conjugated aromatic ring of

tyrosine residues is a target for free-radical attack, and

accumulation of dityrosine and 3-nitrotyrosine has also

been reported in AD brain. The oxidative stress linked with

PD is supported by both postmortem studies and by studies

showing the increased level of oxidative stress in the

substantia nigra pars compacta, demonstrating thus the

capacity of oxidative stress to induce nigral cell degener-

ation. Markers of lipid peroxidation include 4-hydroxy-

trans-2-nonenal (HNE), 4-oxo-trans-2-nonenal (4-ONE),

acrolein, and 4-oxo-trans-2-hexenal, all of which are well

recognized neurotoxic agents. In addition, other important

factors, involving inflammation, toxic action of nitric oxide

(NO�), defects in protein clearance, and mitochondrial

dysfunction all contribute to the etiology of PD. It has been

suggested that several individual antioxidants or their

combinations can be neuroprotective and decrease the risk

of AD or slow its progression. The aim of this review is to

discuss the role of redox metals Fe and Cu and non-redox

metal zinc (Zn) in oxidative stress-related etiology of AD

and PD. Attention is focused on the metal-induced for-

mation of free radicals and the protective role of antioxi-

dants [glutathione (GSH), vitamin C (ascorbic acid)],
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vitamin E (a-Tocopherol), lipoic acid, flavonoids [cate-

chins, epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG)], and curcumin. An

alternate hypothesis topic in AD is also discussed.
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Introduction

For two decades, the primary target in studies of Alzheimer

disease has been centered on Amyloid beta (Ab). Ab is a

peptide of 39–43 amino acids that appear to be the main

constituent of amyloid plaques in the brains of Alzheimer’s

disease (AD) patients [1–5]. In fact, during the past

20 years, the amyloid cascade hypothesis has become the

‘‘Null Hypothesis’’ [6]. However, there is a group of sci-

entists advocating the ‘‘Alternate Hypothesis,’’ stating that

amyloid-b (Ab), while involved in the pathogenesis of

disease, is not an initiating event but, rather, is a secondary

event of the disease [7]. Regardless of this dilemma, many

studies have arrived at the conclusion, that the Ab peptide

is capable of generating free radicals through the genera-

tion of hydrogen peroxide, as well as of stimulating

inflammatory cells. In fact, the vast majority of articles

reporting on the pathology of AD and to a lesser extent also

to Parkinson’s disease (PD), related the origin of these

neurodegenerative disorders with direct evidence support-

ing increased oxidative stress of the brain [8–10].

Besides accumulation of Ab and increased inflammatory

markers, neurofibrillary tangles represent one of the path-

ologic hallmarks of the AD brain composed primarily of an

aberrant form of the tau protein, a highly soluble micro-

tubule-associated protein [4]. In addition, many lines of

evidence suggest that mitogenic signaling and oxidative

stress play a significant role in the pathogenesis of the

disease. The main features of enhanced oxidative stress in

the AD brain involve increased brain content of Cu and Fe

capable of stimulating free radical generation, increased

protein and DNA oxidation in the AD brain, enhanced lipid

peroxidation in the AD brain, decreased levels of cyto-

chrome c oxidase in the brain in AD, and advanced gly-

cation end products (AGEs), carbonyls, malondialdehyde,

peroxynitrite, and heme oxygenase-1 (OH-1) [11].

PD is associated with the degeneration of dopaminergic

neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc). One

of the pathological hallmarks of PD is the presence of

intracellular inclusions called Lewy bodies that consist of

aggregates of the presynaptic soluble protein called

a-synuclein. Relatively high levels of basal oxidative stress

in the SNc have been explored in the normal brain, but this

has been found to be increased in PD patients. The features

of enhanced oxidative stress linked with PD are supported

by both, postmortem studies and by studies demonstrating

the capacity of oxidative stress to induce nigral cell

degeneration [12]. In addition, other important factors,

involving inflammation, toxic action of nitric oxide, defects

in protein clearance, and mitochondrial dysfunction all

contribute to the etiology of PD [13].

The aim of this article is to give an overview of the role

of oxidative stress in neurological disorders, AD and PD,

with the emphasis on metallo-neurobiology and the role of

antioxidant protective mechanisms. The role of redox (Cu,

Fe) and non-redox metals (Zn) in the etiology of neuro-

degeneration will be discussed.

Biochemistry of metal-induced oxidative stress

Free radicals are molecules or molecular fragments con-

taining one or more unpaired electrons. This unpaired

electron(s) usually gives a considerable degree of reactivity

to the free radical. The most important class of radicals

generated in living systems represents those derived from

oxygen [14]. These involve the superoxide anion radical

(O2
•-), arising either through metabolic processes or fol-

lowing oxygen ‘‘activation’’ by physical irradiation. The

superoxide radical is considered as the ‘‘primary’’ ROS,

capable of further interaction with other molecules to

generate ‘‘secondary’’ ROS. This could be achieved either

directly or prevalently through enzyme- or metal-catalyzed

processes. The superoxide radical ion does not react

directly with polypeptides, sugars, or nucleic acids, and its

ability to peroxidise lipids is controversial. Superoxide is

depleted by a dismutation reaction [15]:

2O��2 þ 2Hþ �!SOD
H2O2 þ O2 ð1Þ

SOD enzymes accelerate this reaction in biological

systems by about four orders of magnitude over free

aqueous solution. The SOD enzymes work in conjunction

with H2O2-removing enzymes, such as catalases and

glutathione peroxidases.

The generation of free radicals is tightly linked with the

participation of redox-active trace metals. The redox state of

the cell is largely linked to iron (and copper) redox couples

and is maintained within strict physiological limits. It has

been documented that iron regulation ensures that there is no

free intracellular iron; however, in vivo, under stress con-

ditions, an excess of superoxide acts as an oxidant of [4Fe–

4S] cluster-containing enzymes releasing ‘‘free iron’’ from

iron-containing molecules [16]. In fact, the release of iron by

superoxide has been demonstrated for [4Fe–4S] cluster-

containing enzymes of the dehydratase-lyase family. The

released Fe2? can participate in the Fenton reaction, gener-

ating highly reactive hydroxyl radical
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Fe2þ þ H2O2 ! Fe3þ þ � OHþ OH� ð2Þ

The superoxide radical participates in the Haber–Weiss

reaction [17]

O��2 þ H2O2 ! O2 þ� OHþ OH� ð3Þ

which combines a Fenton reaction (2) and the reduction of

Fe3? by superoxide, yielding Fe2? and oxygen

Fe3þ þ O��2 ! Fe2þ þ O2 ð4Þ

Cells of the immune system produce both the superoxide

anion and nitric oxide during the oxidative burst triggered

during inflammatory processes. Under these conditions,

nitric oxide and the superoxide anion may react together to

produce significant amounts of a much more oxidatively

active molecule, peroxynitrite anion (ONOO-), which is an

oxidizing free radical that can cause DNA fragmentation

and lipid oxidation [18, 19]:

NO� þ O��2 ! ONOO� ð5Þ

Reaction (5) has one of the highest rate constants known

for reactions of NO•, 7.0 9 109 M-1 s-1. Thus, NO•

toxicity is linked to its ability to combine with

superoxide anions.

Nitric oxide readily binds certain transition metal ions;

in fact many physiological effects of NO• are exerted as a

result of its initial binding to Fe(II)-Heme groups in the

enzyme guanylate cyclase [20]

Fe IIð Þ þ NO� ! Fe IIð Þ � NO ð6Þ

Nitric oxide reacts fast with many radicals, e.g., with the

tyrosyl radical. By contrast, nitric oxide is generally

unreactive with most non-radicals.

Metallo-biology of Alzheimer’s disease

The role of copper

As described above, the ‘‘null hypothesis’’ in studies of AD

has been centered on Ab [21]. Individuals with genetic

alterations in one of the genes that code three transmem-

brane proteins, amyloid precursor protein (APP), preseni-

lin-1 (PS1), and presenilin-2 (PS2), deposit large amounts

of the amyloid fragment Ab(1–42). Enhanced production

of Ab, as a preventive antioxidant for brain lipoproteins

under the action of increased oxidative stress and neuro-

toxicity in ageing, is postulated to represent a major event

in the development of AD [22].

The central tenet of Ab toxicity is linked with the

presence of redox metals, mainly copper and non-redox

zinc [3, 11, 23]. There are three major copper transport

pathways for copper imported into neuronal cells by high-

affinity copper transporter Ctr1. Copper delivery to cup-

roenzymes from Ctr1 is mediated via known metallo-

chaperone pathways, including (i) Atox1 to ATP7A for

copper incorporation into cuproenzymes, (ii) Cox17 to

Cox11 for copper incorporation into cytochrome c oxidase,

and (iii) copper chaperone for superoxide dismutase (CCS)

to Cu, Zn-SOD [23]. In addition, sequestration of intra-

cellular copper involves glutathione, which can mediate

transfer of copper to metallothionein.

The role of metals in Ab has been substantiated by the

recent findings based on the application of the three ion

beam techniques, namely, scanning transmission ion

microscopy, Rutherford back scattering spectrometry, and

particle induced X-ray emission in conjunction with a high

energy (MeV) proton microprobe. These techniques have

shown that there is an increase in the metal concentrations

within the amyloid plaques compared with the surrounding

tissue as follows: iron (85 ppm compared with 42 ppm),

copper (16 ppm compared to 6 ppm), and zinc (87 ppm

compared to 34 ppm) [24].

The Ab peptide toxicity depends on its conformational

state and peptide length [25]. It is known, that Ab aggre-

gates into two different conformational states: (i) the non-

b-sheet, an amorphous, non-fibrillar, state and (ii) the

b-sheet, a highly ordered, fibrillar, state. While the non-b-

sheet is benign, the highly ordered, and fibrillar Ab is

cytotoxic [26]. Aggregation of Ab is fundamental to Ab-

mediated neurotoxicity. It is now widely acknowledged

that species of soluble Ab oligomers are the most toxic

form of the peptide. The aggregated state and structure of

Ab peptide are influenced by the concentration of peptide,

pH, and concentration of copper, zinc, and iron ions. The

neurotoxicity of Ab depends also on peptide length, with

Ab(1–42) being more toxic than Ab(1–40). Ab(1–40)

represents the most common species, but Ab(1–42) is the

most abundant species in amyloid plaques and is the most

likely candidate to generate hydrogen peroxide and other

reactive species. An increase in the Ab(1–42) to Ab(1–40)

ratio is associated with AD. The affinity for Cu2?, neuro-

toxicity, and the propensity to aggregate for various Ab
species is greater for Ab(1–42) than Ab(1–40).

Copper is known to bind to Ab with a high affinity via

histidine (His13, His14, and His6) and tyrosine (Tyr10)

residues [27]. Copper in abnormally high concentrations,

and markers indicating oxidative stress have also been

found in amyloid plaques. In addition to Cu(II), Ab also

binds Zn(II) and Fe(III) in vitro and the amounts of these

metals are also markedly elevated in the neocortex and

especially enriched in amyloid plaque deposits in individ-

uals with AD. Zn(II) precipitates Ab in vitro and Cu(II)

interaction with Ab promotes its neurotoxicity which cor-

relates with the metal reduction [Cu(II) ? Cu(I)] and the

generation of hydrogen peroxide. Cu(II) promotes the
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neurotoxicity of Ab with the greatest effect for Ab
(1–42) [ Ab (1–40), corresponding to the capacity to

reduce Cu(II) to Cu(I), respectively and form hydrogen

peroxide. [28]. The copper complex of Ab(1–42) has a

highly positive reduction potential, characteristic of

strongly reducing cupro-proteins.

The crucial factor in Ab toxicity in the pathogenesis of

AD has been linked with the idea, that Ab peptide is

capable of forming free radicals through the generation of

hydrogen peroxide [23]. The clear evidence that Ab tox-

icity is linked with the formation of ROS and consequently

with increased oxidative stress has been documented by the

attenuated toxicity after administration of antioxidants,

such as vitamin E (a-tocopherol) and various free radical

scavengers [29].

The significance of oxidative damage in AD is seen by

the up-regulation of antioxidant enzymes. Heme oxygen-

ase-1 (HO-1) is among the most sensitive and selective

indicators of the cellular oxidative stress response in AD,

and it has been demonstrated that both HO-1 protein and its

mRNA are elevated in brains of AD patients [30]. RNA has

been recently recognized as a major target of oxidation in

AD (and also in PD) [31]. Together with the mitochondria

dysfunction in AD, the cytoplasmic predominance of

neuronal 8-hydroxy-Guanine supports mitochondria as the

major source of ROS responsible for RNA oxidation.

In vivo experiments evidenced that pro-oxidant prop-

erties of Ab are substantiated by the amyloid deposits

associated with oxidative damage. Thus, while it is clear,

that Ab directly or indirectly promotes oxidative stress and

that subsequent toxicity can be reduced by the antioxidants,

the exact mechanism linking the amyloid depositions and

increased oxidative stress is not yet clear. The protein

deposition triggers a chronic inflammatory response in AD

patients accompanied by activated microglia releasing free

radicals as part of the respiratory burst.

The prevalence view that Ab is itself toxic, has been

recently reassessed, and the results have shown that Ab is

not toxic in the absence of redox metal ions [32]. Thus, the

oxidative damage of Ab is directly linked with the presence

of redox metals, copper, and iron. Ab has unusual high

affinity for both transition metal ions copper and iron and

has the capacity to reduce both these metals and subse-

quently produce hydrogen peroxide and oxidized amyloid.

A variety of oxidized Ab species are enriched in amy-

loid plaques. Methionine35 (Met35) is particularly abun-

dant in AD brain, which is consistent with the high

propensity of the methionine sulfur atom to oxidation.

Oxidative modifications of Ab at other residues (histidine,

lysine, and tyrosine) have also been identified. In particu-

lar, the conjugated aromatic ring of Tyr10 is a target for

free-radical attack, and accumulation of dityrosine and

3-nitrotyrosine has been reported in AD brain.

As mentioned above, it has been shown that the N-ter-

minal residues of His13, His14, His6, and Tyr10 are

involved in the complexation of Cu in Ab [33]. It has

recently been proposed that N-terminally complexed Cu(II)

is reduced by electrons originating from the C-terminal

Met35 residues according to the reaction

MetS þ Ab� Cu IIð Þ $ MetS�þ þ Ab� Cu Ið Þ ð7Þ

forming the sulfide radical of Met35 (MetS•?) and

reducing Cu(II). Stoichiometrically, the process of reduc-

tion requires the one-electron oxidation of Methionine to

its radical cation, MetS•? and it appears that specific

chemical properties of MetS•? play an important role in

the process underlying Ab neurotoxicity and free radical

formation.

While thermodynamic calculations based on the reduc-

tion potentials of the Cu(II)/Cu(I) and Met/MetS•? couples

show that the reaction (7) is rather unfavorable, electron

transfer between MetS and Ab-Cu(II) may be accelerated

by the subsequent exergenic reaction of deprotonation of

MetS•?, leaving behind the 4-methylbenzyl radical, thus

making the reaction (7) viable in vivo [23].

The Methionine sulfide radical cations may stabilize

their structure via sulfur–sulfur (S:S) three electron bond

formation [33]. Theoretical calculations indicate the pos-

sibility of (S.:O) bond formation in Ab. The notation .: indi-

cates a three electron bond, in which two electrons are

located in a bonding r-orbital and one electron is located in

a r* antibonding orbital. The sulfide radical MetS•? may

also undergo very fast reactions with e.g., superoxide

radical anions, originating from the reaction (8). This

reaction leads to the formation of Met-sulphoxide (MetSO)

which has been isolated from AD senile plagues [23, 33–

35]

MetS�þ þ O��2 �!
Met

2MetSO ð8Þ

Methionin35 is strongly related to the pathogenesis of

AD, since it represents the residue in Ab most susceptible

to oxidation in vivo. It has been proposed that Met35

oxidation to MetSO reduces toxic and pro-apoptotic effects

of the Ab protein fragment on isolated mitochondria.

Very recent spectroscopic results on rectification of the

role of Met35 as a reducing agent in metallo-biology of AD

using Ab(1–20) and Ab(1–16) fragments have been pre-

sented [36]. Since fragments Ab(1–20) and Ab(1–16) do

not contain Methionine and the reduction process from

copper(II) to copper(I) could not take place, the unex-

pectedly observed metal-centered oxidative catalysis of

Copper-Ab(1–20)/Ab(1–16) cast doubts on the longstand-

ing proposed redox role of Met35 in Ab. Thus, if Met does

not act as a reducing agent for the copper(II), then the

observed oxidative catalysis of Cu-Ab(1–20) must proceed

via a non-redox mechanism.
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Ab-mediated reduction of Cu2? ? Cu? using external

sources of biological reductants such as cholesterol, fatty

acids, dopamine, ascorbate, and others preserves the net

oxidation of the peptide. Catalytic oxidation by the Cu2?–

Ab complex includes mainly cholesterol and fatty acid

chains forming oxysterols and lipid peroxidation products,

such as 4-HNE that accumulate in AD and APP transgenic

mice brains. In vitro studies demonstrated that oxidatively

modified lipids can contribute to AD pathogenesis by

promoting Ab oligomerization [27].

Lipid peroxidation process, mediated by ROS, generates

a variety of reactive carbonyl compounds. These carbonyl

compounds can further react with cellular proteins, lipids,

and DNA resulting in protein crosslinking and DNA

damage. A variety of advanced glycation and advanced

lipid peroxidation products (AGEs and ALEs) are produced

during these complex reactions [4, 27]. AGEs and ALEs,

mainly through their interaction with receptors for

advanced glycation end products (RAGEs), further activate

signaling pathways, inducing formation of proinflamma-

tory cytokines such as interleukin-6 (IL-6) [23].

ROS-mediated lipid peroxidation of polyunsaturated

fatty acids gives rise to formation of several reactive a,b-

unsaturated aldehydes, among which 4-hydroxy-trans-2-

nonenal (HNE), 4-oxotrans-2-nonenal (4-ONE), acrolein,

and 4-oxo-trans-2-hexenal, all of which are well recog-

nized neurotoxic agents.

Under in vitro conditions, the presence of copper and iron

ions in the vicinity of Ab catalyzes the formation of hydrogen

peroxide further catalytically converted to the reactive

hydroxyl radical [28]. In vitro studies have shown that che-

lation of copper and iron by a suitable ligand inhibited the

formation of ROS. An effective chelator clioquinol (CQ,

5-chloro-7-iodoquinolin-8-ol), hydroxyquinoline antibiotic

was found to be an effective high-affinity chelator in

blocking the formation of hydrogen peroxide by Ab [37–39].

Furthermore, it prevented precipitation of synthetic Ab by

zinc and copper ions and the release of Ab (at least) from

postmortem AD brains. Treatment of Chinese hamster ovary

cells overexpressing amyloid precursor protein with CQ and

Cu2? or Zn2? resulted in 85–90% reduction of secreted Ab-

(1–40) and Ab-(1–42) compared with untreated controls

[40]. Analogous effects were observed in amyloid precursor

protein-overexpressing neuroblastoma cells. In addition, the

effect of added CQ and Cu2? on secreted Ab led to rapid

degradation through up-regulation of matrix metallopro-

tease-2 and matrix metalloprotease-3 [41, 42].

The role of Zinc

The role of zinc in the etiology of AD is very intriguing. A

growing number of reports indicate that zinc in micromolar

concentration inhibits Ab-induced toxicity [28, 43]. The

exact mechanisms of the protective effect of zinc against

Ab toxicity are unclear; however, one of the reasons might

be cytoprotection through blockage of the membrane cal-

cium channel pore formed by Ab(1–40).

An additional role of zinc in AD is linked with copper. In

the context of AD, the zinc has a clear relationship with

copper [28]. The argument advocating the protective role of

zinc is its competition with copper (or iron) to bind to Ab.

Binding of zinc to Ab changes its conformation to the extent

that copper ions cannot reach its metal-binding sites. Pre-

venting copper from interacting with Ab may preclude the

Cu-Ab induced formation of hydrogen peroxide and free

radicals.

On the other hand, a trigger caused by endogenous

(genetic) and exogenous (e.g., environmental) factors

results in oxidative and nitrosative stress which in turn

leads to abnormal metabolism of Ab accompanied by

uncontrolled flooding of the vesicular zinc pool [44]. Thus,

while low levels of zinc protect against Ab toxicity, the

excess of zinc released by oxidants could trigger neuronal

death that is independent or even synergistic with the toxic

effect of Ab. This conclusion is in agreement with other

studies documenting that at higher concentrations of zinc

its binding to Ab force the Ab to precipitate over a wide

range of pH (6–8) [45]. Zinc binding has been found to

preserve the a-helical conformation of Ab(1–40) and

highly ordered conformational state of Ab(1–40) upon

binding of zinc and has been interpreted as producing

toxic, fibrillar, Ab aggregates. Consequently, immunolo-

gical/inflammatory responses to nonsoluble Ab plagues are

disruption of zinc homeostasis followed by uncontrolled

cerebral zinc release, typical for oxidative stress. Thus, it

can be hypothesized that under normal physiological con-

ditions a sensitive balance exists between zinc, copper and

Ab metabolism. However, oxidative and nitrosative stress

may perturb this balance which leads to uncontrolled zinc

elevation and amyloid deposition. Uncontrolled accumu-

lation of zinc or Ab may lead to zinc-induced and

Ab-mediated oxidative stress and cytotoxicity.

The hypercholesterolemia is also a potential trigger of

AD, and is thought to increase brain levels of Ab and iron

[46]. The experimental study using laboratory animals has

shown that iron preferentially accumulates around Ab pla-

ques in the adjacent cortex, but not in the hippocampus [47].

Further, it has been demonstrated that the cholesterol diet-

induced apoptosis is mediated by the activation of the

endoplasmic reticulum stress pathway, involving the

downregulation of the endoplasmic reticulum chaperones,

calreticulin, grp78 and grp94, and the activation of the

growth arrest DNA damage protein, gadd153. These results

suggest that BBB damage and disturbances in iron metabo-

lism may render the cortex more vulnerable than the hip-

pocampus to the cholesterol-induced cellular stress.
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Alzheimer’s disease and antioxidants

Vitamin C

Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) is regarded as the major aqueous

phase antioxidant. Ascorbic acid has two ionisable hydro-

xyl groups and, therefore, is a di-acid (AscH2). At physi-

ological pH, 99.9% of Vitamin C is present as AscH-, and

only very small proportions as AscH2 (0.05%) and Asc2-

(0.004%). The antioxidant chemistry of Vitamin C is thus

the chemistry of AscH- (Fig. 1) [48–50].

Recent evidence suggests that vitamin E (a-tocopherol)

and ascorbic acid function together in a cyclic-type of

process [17]. During the antioxidant reaction, a-tocopherol

is converted to an a-tocopherol radical by the donation of a

labile hydrogen to a lipid or lipid peroxyl radical [51]. The

a-tocopherol radical can thus be reduced to the original

a-tocopherol form by ascorbic acid.

Recently, it has been reported that neurotoxic forms of

Amyloid-b, Ab(1–42), Ab(1–40), and also Ab(25–35)

stimulated copper-mediated oxidation of ascorbate,

whereas nontoxic Ab(40–1) did not [52–54]. Based on this

study, it was concluded that toxic Ab peptides stimulate

copper-mediated oxidation of ascorbate (AscH-) and

generation of hydroxyl radicals; therefore, cupric-amyloid

peptide-stimulated free radical generation may be involved

in the pathogenesis of AD. This can be described by the

following set of equations

Ab� Cu IIð Þ þ AscH� $ Ab� Cu Ið Þ þ Asc�� þ Hþ

Ab� Cu IIð Þ þ Asc�� $ Ab� Cu Ið Þ þ Asc

Ab� Cu Ið Þ þ H2O2 ! Ab� Cu IIð Þ
þ � OHþ OH� Fentonð Þ

Ab� Cu Ið Þ þ O2 $ Ab� Cu IIð Þ þ O��2

ð9Þ

In the presence of oxygen or H2O2, Cu(I) may catalyze

free radical oxidation of the peptide via the Fenton

reaction.

Ascorbate levels in plasma in AD patients have been

found to be decreased as compared to control patients, in

levels corresponding to dementia [55–58]. Interestingly,

CSF levels of ascorbate were found to be decreased in AD

patients as compared to control subjects which may hinder

the reduction of a-tocopherol radical back to a-tocopherol

[59]. The synergistic vitamins C and E were chosen in a

study in which 400 IU vitamin E and 1000 mg vitamin C

were given daily to AD patients [60]. The combination of

both vitamins E and C led to increase of vitamins E and C

in plasma and CSF, making thus CSF and plasma lipo-

proteins less vulnerable to in vitro oxidation. However, the

plasma and CSF of patients given only vitamin E were not

protected against in vitro oxidation. This study highlights

the importance of the synergism between vitamin E and C

in AD patients.

Some in vitro studies explored the pro-oxidant proper-

ties of ascorbate (for reviews see [23]). The pro-oxidant

effect of ascorbate was attributed to the release of metal

ions from damaged cells. However, detailed in vivo studies

using appropriate methodologies and biomarkers have

shown, that even in the presence of iron, vitamin C pre-

dominantly reduced in vivo oxidative damage, despite its

well known pro-oxidant properties in vitro in buffer sys-

tems containing iron [49].

Vitamin E

Vitamin E is quantitatively the major lipophilic antioxidant

in the brain, however, the low concentrations of this anti-

oxidant are observed in cerebrospinal fluid of AD patients,

suggesting that supplementation with vitamin E might

delay the development of AD [61]. In a placebo-controlled

trial, vitamin E (2000 IU/day, 2 years) slowed (-53%)

functional deterioration in patients with moderate AD [62].

Recently, combined intake of vitamins E and C supple-

ments was found to be linked with reduced prevalence

(-78%) and incidence (-64%) of AD in elderly popula-

tions [62]. Vitamin E appears to act in concert with other

antioxidants, such as ubiquinol-10, vitamin C, or mono-

meric Ab to protect against oxidative damage. Whereas

monomeric Ab can function as a preventive antioxidant by

chelating redox-active metals, such as iron and copper,

both ubiquinol-10 and vitamin C are able to recycle

a-tocopheroxyl radicals back to a-tocopherol, regenerating

thus the vitamin E. Such combinations of preventive and

chain-breaking antioxidants could prevent brain lipopro-

teins against oxidative stress.

Some conflicting reports for the clinical efficiacy of lipid

soluble vitamins E, C, and beta-carotene may be due to the

variations in uptake and local concentrations for effected

tissues [63]. In addition, the differences between genetic,

environmental, and behavioral differences of individuals
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play a role. The pro-oxidant, antioxidant, or non-antioxi-

dant properties attributed to vitamin E under in vitro con-

ditions have not proven to take place in vivo and it is not

clear if and at what time in life, or what amounts and

combinations of vitamin E may be the most beneficial in

preventing neurodegenerative disorders [63].

It appears that vitamin E treatments should be started

much earlier, continue for a longer period, and be con-

sumed together with vitamin C for its effect to become

measurable in AD patients. Noteworthy, a-Tocopherol is

beginning to reveal important, non-antioxidant, cell sig-

naling functions [61]. It is possible that novel reactions and

novel genes, found to be under a-tocopherol control, may

help and clarify the relationships between molecular and

clinical events in AD.

It can be concluded, that intake of vitamins E and C

under certain conditions may lower the risk of developing

and progression of AD. This conclusion is consistent with

the view that oxidative stress underlies the molecular

pathogenesis of this dementing disorder.

Thiol antioxidants—glutathione

GSH in the nucleus maintains the redox state of critical

protein sulphydryls that are necessary for DNA repair and

expression [64].

Modification of protein sulphydryls (Protein-SHs)

involves two-electron oxidation yielding sulphenic acids

(Protein-SOH) and one-electron oxidation yielding thiyl

radicals (Protein-S•). The oxidized products react with

GSH to form S-glutathiolated protein (Protein-SSG), which

is reduced further by the glutathione cycle through gluta-

thione reductase and small proteins such as glutaredoxin

and thioredoxin, to restore protein sulphydryls (Protein-

SHs) [65]. However, if the process of oxidation of protein

sulphydryls is not trapped by GSH, then further oxidation

leads to the formation of irreversibly oxidized forms such

as sulphinic (Protein-SO2H) and sulfonic (Protein-SO3H)

acids (Fig. 2) [66].

The most significant changes in the level of GSH in AD

patients were observed in the synaptosomal fraction. Both

mitochondrial and synaptosomal fractions had significant

declines in antioxidants (glutathione, glutathione peroxi-

dase, and glutathione-S-transferase) [67]. Levels of oxi-

dative markers significantly correlated with Mini-Mental

Status Examination scores. Oxidative stress was more

localized to the synapses, with levels increasing in a dis-

ease-dependent fashion. These correlations implicate an

involvement of oxidative stress in Alzheimer disease-

related synaptic loss.

Thiol antioxidants—Lipoic acid

a-Lipoic acid (ALA), a disulfide derivative of octanoic

acid, is a natural compound also referred to as thioctic acid

and has the full chemical name 1,2-dithiolane-3-pentanoic

acid (C8H14O2S2) (Fig. 3). a-Lipoic acid is both water and

fat soluble and, therefore, is widely distributed in both

cellular membranes and the cytosol [68, 69].

a-Lipoic acid is readily absorbed from the diet and is

converted rapidly in many tissues to its reduced dithiol

form, dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA) [69]. Lipoic acid has

been shown to have a variety of properties which may

interfere with the pathogenesis of AD. Aside from its

enzymatic cofactor role, in vitro and in vivo studies suggest

that LA is a powerful micronutrient with diverse antioxi-

dant properties [70]. LA has been documented to increase

acetylcholine production by activation of choline acetyl-

transferase, increase glucose uptake, scavenge free radicals

and by increasing the concentration of reduced glutathione,

chelate redox-active metals, suppressing thus the formation

of hydrogen peroxide and reactive hydroxyl radicals via

Fenton chemistry [71].

The first indication of a beneficial effect of LA in AD

patients and related dementias came from a rather
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surprising case study. 600 mg LA was given daily to nine

patients with probable AD (age: 67 ± 9 years) receiving a

standard treatment with AChE inhibitors over an observa-

tion period of 337 ± 80 days [72]. The cognitive perfor-

mance of the patients before and after addition of LA to

their standard medication was compared. Before initiation

of LA treatment, a steady decrease in cognitive perfor-

mance in the AD assessment scale was observed. Treat-

ment with LA led to a stabilization of cognitive functions,

demonstrated by scores in two neuropsychological tests for

nearly a year [72]. Further study has been conducted to

determine the effect of fish oil and the antioxidant LA on

factors in the blood that are associated with the progression

of AD. The study was completed in February 2007.

However, the results have not been posted yet. For more

results see http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT00090

402.

A long-term therapy of neurological disorders with high

doses of LA chelating metals may lead to a decline of

metal-containing enzymes, such as insulin degrading

enzyme or SOD. In millimolar concentrations, LA and also

DHLA are unable to remove the metals from protein active

sites [73]. Metal chelator clioquinol has been demonstrated

to decrease vitamin B12 pools in brain and blood; there-

fore, high-dose long-term clinical trials with LA should be

carefully monitored in this regard [74].

Various pathways for the management of oxidative

stress by GSH and other antioxidants are shown in Fig. 4.

Flavonoids

Catechins

The main flavonoid phytochemical compounds present in

green tea are catechins, in particular epigallocatechin gal-

late (EGCG), in the amount of 30–130 mg per cup of tea

[75, 76]. Other polyphenolic compounds such as quercetin,

kaempfenol, and myricetin and their glycosides are found

in lower concentration. In hippocampal neurons, tea poly-

phenols show a protective effect against ischemic insult,

while neurotoxicity induced by Ab(1–42), whose deposi-

tion in the brain accompanies neuronal loss in AD, was

attenuated in the presence of EGCG [77]. The protective

antioxidant effect of these natural compounds was also

confirmed by other studies in synaptosomes [78].

Epigallocatechin gallate (Fig. 5) is currently being

studied for its role as a chemoprotective agent [79–82].

Catechins have been reported to possess chelating ability of

divalent metal ions, antioxidant, and anti-inflammatory

activities, to penetrate the brain barrier and to protect

neuronal death in a wide array of cellular and animal

models of neurological disorders [79]. Catechins directly

scavenge ROS and RNS and excert indirect antioxidant

effects via activation of transcription factors and antioxi-

dant enzymes, modulating thus the cellular redox state.

Structurally important chelating groups in EGCG are the

30,40-dihydroxyl group in the B ring as well as the gallate

group which may neutralize ferric iron to form redox-

inactive iron, protecting thus the neuronal cells against

damage [81, 82]. The ability of catechins to neutralize a

surplus of free iron may play a direct role in AD which is

directly linked with the nature of APP as an iron regulator

protein [83, 84]. The reduction of the free-iron labile pools

by EGCG chelation may lead to suppression of APP

mRNA translation [83]. This is achieved by targeting the

IRE-II sequence in the APP-5 untranslated regions (UTR),

as was recently shown for desferrioxamine and the amy-

loid-binding/metal chelating drug XH1 [85]. XH1 has no

significant neurotoxicity at micromolar concentrations but

acute animal toxicity at high concentrations. XH1 specifi-

cally reduced APP protein expression in human SH-SY5Y

neuroblastoma cells and attenuated cerebral amyloid

pathology in PS1/APP transgenic mice [86].
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Very recently, it has been shown that EGCG has the

ability to convert large, mature Ab fibrils and alpha-syn-

uclein (see below) into smaller, amorphous protein aggre-

gates that are nontoxic to mammalian cells [80].

Mechanistic studies revealed that the compound directly

binds to beta-sheet-rich aggregates and mediates the con-

formational change without their disassembly into mono-

mers or small diffusible oligomers. These findings suggest

that EGCG is a potent remodeling agent of mature amyloid

fibrils [80].

Iron chelation by catechins affects not only the post-

transciptional regulation of iron homeostasis-related

RNAs, but also the induction of genes regulated by the

hypoxia inducible factor-1 (HIF-1), one of the key regu-

lators of oxygen homeostasis, regulating the physiological

responses to low oxygen levels and the pathophysiology of

heart attack, cancer, stroke, and chronic lung disease [87].

Both HIF-1 and IRP2 share a common iron-dependent

proteasomal degradation pathway which becomes inacti-

vated by iron chelation. The decrease of the labile iron pool

by chelation may lead to the inhibition of prolyl hydrox-

ylases and consequently, in the concerted action activation

of both HIF and IRP2 [88].

Curcumin

Curcumin is the principal curcuminoid of the popular

Indian spice turmeric and is responsible for the yellow

color of turmeric. The aromatic ring systems, which are

polyphenols are connected by two a,b-unsaturated car-

bonyl groups [89].

Curcumin has a neuroprotective effect as documented

by a reversal lipid peroxidation in ethanol-induced

brain damage in rats. Curcumin also increased glutathi-

one levels and the activity of c-glutamyl-cysteinyl

synthetase and other GSH-linked detoxifying enzymes

[90]. Curcumin was shown to protect PC12 cells useful

as a model system for neuronal differentiation and

human endothelial cells from Ab(1–42) oxidative insult

[91].

Recent epidemiological studies have raised the possi-

bility that the properties of this molecule are responsible

for the significantly reduced (4.4-fold) prevalence of AD in

India compared to USA [92]. Curcumin administrated to an

Alzheimer transgenic APPSw mouse model (Tg2576) for

6 months resulted in a suppression of indices of inflam-

mation and oxidative damage in the brains of these mice.

Indeed, a significant decrease of oxidized protein and

interleukin-1b, a proinflammatory cytokine usually ele-

vated in the brains of these mice, was observed in associ-

ation with a 43–50% reduction in insoluble Ab, soluble

Ab, and plaque burden [93].

‘‘Alternate hypothesis’’ in AD

The amyloid hypothesis is the best defined and most

studied concept in AD [7]. The presence of amyloid pla-

ques is considered as the main feature of AD. Ab peptides

have been identified as the major constituents of plaques.

They are protolytically derived products of APP, and

cloning the APP gene has allowed the disease to be

examined at biochemical and molecular levels [94].

As outlined above, originally it was proposed that the

core of the amyloid hypothesis is that the difference

between increased production and decreased clearance of

Ab peptides causes the disease [95]. Accumulation of the

hydrophobic Ab40 and Ab42 peptides results in aggrega-

tion and formation of insoluble plaques, which trigger a

cascade of deleterious changes, leading to neuronal death

and consequently AD [96]. Since the Ab42 levels are

higher in AD patients, it was proposed that increased levels

of Ab42 trigger the cascade of the deleterious events

described above [6, 97, 98].

Ab is known to interact with the signaling pathways that

regulate the phosphorylation of the microtubule-associated

protein tau [6, 98]. Hyperphosphorylation of tau disrupts its

normal function in regulating axonal transport and leads to

the accumulation of neurofibrillary tangles and toxic spe-

cies of soluble tau. Accumulation of all these events results

in synaptic dysfunction causing AD.

An alternative view suggests that the deleterious events

leading to AD are triggered by Ab as well as non-Ab
factors [6, 7]. Thus, in this view synaptic dysfunction

causing AD is due to the same factors as in the original

hypothesis of AD (aberrant activity, synaptic loss, and

neuroinflammation). However, their initiation is partly due

to the factors not related to Ab. This is in agreement with

the current data on the correlation between Ab and the

disease severity, exploring the fact, that the therapeutical

strategies directed at Ab in the advanced stage of disease

are ineffective. It appears that the therapeutical strategies

beyond the AD hypothesis, e.g., multiple tau-targeted

therapies would be more effective in combating AD.

Parkinson’s disease

Parkinson’s disease (PD) was first described by James

Parkinson in 1817. PD is a chronic progressive neurode-

generative movement disorder characterized by a profound

and selective loss of nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons

[99]. Clinical manifestations of PD include motor impair-

ments involving resting tremor, a slowing of physical

movement (bradykinesia), postural instability, gait diffi-

culty, and rigidity.
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The most striking pathological feature of PD is a pro-

gressive loss of dopaminergic neurons in the SNc leading

to a dopamine deficit in the striatum [100]. The most

probable origin of the etiology of dopaminergic neuronal

demise is a combination of genetic susceptibilities and

environmental factors. The majority of PD cases are spo-

radic (90–95%), while familial cases account for 5–10% of

PD. One of the pathological hallmarks of PD is the pres-

ence of intracellular inclusions called Lewy bodies that

consist of aggregates of the presynaptic soluble protein

called a-synuclein [101, 102]. The toxic effects of a-syn-

uclein include impaired endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to

Golgi vesicular trafficking and ER stress, Golgi fragmen-

tation, sequestration of anti-apoptotic proteins into aggre-

gates, and the formation of pores on cellular membranes

[103].

Oxidative stress in PD is especially substantiated by

the complex I mitochondrial dysfunction [104]. In fact,

a-synuclein decreased mitochondrial complex I activity

and increased ROS production in human fetal dopaminer-

gic primary neuronal cultures overexpressing wildtype

a-synuclein.

The onset of PD is accompanied by the dramatic

depletion of levels of the glutathione in substantia nigra,

resulting in a selective decrease in mitochondrial complex I

activity (a major hallmark of PD) and a marked reduction

in overall mitochondrial function [105]. GSH depletion-

driven inhibition of complex I most probably occurs via

thiol oxidation of critical residues within the complex

itself, as demonstrated by treatment with the thiol-reducing

agent dithiothreitol. In fact, the current state of knowledge

suggests that mitochondrial complex I inhibition may be

the central tenet of sporadic PD. The harm to mitochondrial

complex I causes a-synuclein aggregation, which contrib-

utes to the death of dopamine neurons.

An evidence for mitochondrial alterations was found in

various models overexpressing wildtype or mutant a-syn-

uclein, reduced COX and complex IV activity, a decrease

in the mitochondrial membrane potential and oxidation of

mitochondria-associated metabolic proteins [106–108].

More than 50% decrease in mitochondrial complex I

activity was found both in patients with parkin mutations

(see below) and sporadic PD patients, whereas complex IV

activity was only reduced in sporadic PD patients. A good

marker of protein oxidation, protein nitration of tyrosine

residues within the a-synuclein protein has been demon-

strated to be elevated in Lewy bodies in cases of PD.

Treatment of glutathione-depleted, cultured dopaminergic

cells with inhibitors of nitric oxide synthetase (NOS), the

enzyme that makes NOd, prevents mitochondrial complex

I inhibition.

The link between oxidative stress and PD is supported

by postmortem analysis showing the oxidative stress-

induced nigral cell degeneration [99]. We noted that it has

been documented, that the markers of oxidative stress in

the SNc in the normal brain are rather high. However, in

PD patients, the markers are significantly increased. In

addition, other factors, apart of oxidative stress, involving

inflammation, toxic action of nitric oxide, excitotoxic

mechanisms, as well as mitochondrial dysfunction, all play

roles in the etiology of PD [109]. Signs of oxidative

damage have been largely observed also in peripheral tis-

sues of PD individuals.

The role of trace metals, in particular, increased iron

levels have been reported to be elevated in the PD mid-

brain, leading to subsequent neurodegeneration [105]. The

iron chelation has been shown to be effective in preventing

or delaying PD progression. Pharmacologically chelated

iron, for example the Fe-clioquinol complex, in a chelated

form in which it cannot participate in oxidative events

prevents degeneration of dopaminergic midbrain neurons

[110]. The consequence of the above mentioned bio-

chemical abnormalities results in aberrant oxidation of

dopamine to 6-hydroxydopamine or dopamine-quinone,

both neurotoxic either directly or in conjugation with

cystein [4]. The entry and release of iron from the iron-

storage protein, ferritin, occurs via the ‘‘free-iron (ferrous)

labile pool,’’ active in Fenton chemistry. Besides super-

oxide, ferritin iron can be released by 6-hydroxydopamine

a neurotoxin implicated in PD.

Following a-synuclein, described as the first gene

associated with familial PD, four other genes have con-

clusively been linked to autosomal recessive (parkin,

PINK-1, DJ-1) or dominant (LRRK2) Parkinsonism [111,

112].

Mutations in the LRRK2 gene are the most common

cause of genetic PD. The LRRK2 gene encodes a large

multidomain protein of 2527 amino acids, including a

kinase domain, a Roc domain, a COR domain, a WD40-

repeat domain, and leucinerich repeats [113, 114]. Whether

LRRK2 has an impact on mitochondrial integrity, needs to

be determined.

PINK1 is an N-terminal mitochondrial targeting

sequence and a serine/threonine kinase domain containing

581 amino acids [104]. Increased expression of PINK1 is

related to protection from apoptosis. Mutations in PINK1

(PTEN-induced putative kinase) gene are the second most

common cause of autosomal recessive, early onset Par-

kinsonism following the parkin mutations [115]. Enhanced

PINK1 expression is linked with protection against apop-

totic cell death under stress conditions and conversely, loss

of PINK1 function increases the propensity of cells to

oxidative stress-induced cell death and a dysbalance of

calcium homeostasis. The experiments suggest that the

impairment of mitochondrial calcium efflux promotes ROS

formation that inhibits glucose uptake, resulting in reduced
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substrate delivery and respiration [116]. The dysbalance in

calcium homeostasis was placed at the top of these events.

The parkin gene represents a cytosolic 465 amino acid

protein with a ubiquitin-like domain at the N terminus and

a RBR domain close to the C terminus [117]. The patho-

genic mutations induce a loss of parkin function, leading to

the hypothesis that the accumulation of parkin substrates

causes neurotoxicity and results in the death of dopami-

nergic neurons. Parkin gene expression is up-regulated in

various stress examples and has a wide range of neuro-

protective capacities, including protection against mito-

chondrial dysfunction, endoplasmatic reticulum stress,

exitotoxicity, proteasome inhibition, and overexpression of

a-synuclein, tau, and others.

Future studies of the biochemical interactions between

PINK1 and parkin and identification of other components

in this pathway are likely to provide insight into PD

pathogenesis, and might identify new therapeutic targets

[112].

DJ-1 has structural similarities with the stress-inducible

Escherichia coli chaperone Hsp31 and mutations in the DJ-

1 gene (encoding a 189-amino acid protein) are associated

with rare cases of early onset autosomal recessive PD

[108]. DJ-1 is present in cytosolic, mitochondrial, and

nuclear compartments; mitochondrial localization of DJ-1

was enhanced by oxidative stress.

The recent results indicate that the exposure to various

environmental toxins acting through oxidative stress seems

to be associated with PD [118]. It has been explored, that

the loss of DJ-1 leads to striking sensitivity to the herbicide

paraquat and the insecticide rotenone, which suggests that

DJ-1 may have a role in protection from oxidative stress

from environmental toxins. It has been clearly demon-

strated that while overexpression of DJ-1 protects neurons

from oxidative stress-induced damage, DJ-1 deficiency

renders cells more susceptible to oxidative injury. It has

been explored that DJ-1 is converted into a more acidic pI

variant in response to oxidative stress, due to the formation

of cysteine–sulfinic acid at cysteine 106. Observed mito-

chondrial alterations in parkin- or PINK1-deficient cells

could not be compensated by DJ-1, suggesting thus that

DJ-1 does not interfere with the PINK1/parkin pathway.

Conclusions

The fact that oxidative stress plays an important role in AD

pathogenesis is apparent, given all the evidence the

research has recently provided. Markers of oxidative

damage, including HO-1, 8-hydroxy-Guanine, oxidative

modification of proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids, mainly

through lipid peroxidations are increased in the AD brain

as compared with controls. Markers of lipid peroxidation

detected in AD brains include 4-hydroxy-trans-2-nonenal

(HNE), 4-oxo-trans-2-nonenal (4-ONE), acrolein, and

4-oxo-trans-2-hexenal, all of which are well recognized

neurotoxic agents.

Markers of lipid peroxidation, including HNE and

malondialdehyde, have been identified in the substantia

nigra of PD patients. Together with the mitochondria

dysfunction in AD and PD, the cytoplasmic predominance

of neuronal 8-hydroxy-Guanine supports mitochondria as

the major source of ROS responsible for RNA oxidation.

In addition, NFTs and senile plaques are altered in ways

characteristic of oxidative damage including AGE-modifi-

cation, protein cross-linking and carbonyl- and acyl-mod-

ification. Although the source of the shift in oxidative

homeostasis is still unclear, current evidence points to

changes in the balance of redox transition metals, espe-

cially iron and copper. Both Fe and Cu are present at

significantly elevated levels in AD neuropil, and detection

of redox activity in the AD brain can be attenuated by

chelators of these key metals. To counter the effects of

oxidative stress in these pathologies, therapeutic strategies

involving AGE inhibitors and anti-inflammatory antioxi-

dants appear to be most promising.

The future research direction will have to critically

examine the importance of redox imbalance in the patho-

genesis of AD, and reveal chelating agents that take a

primary role in clinical intervention of neurodegenerative

diseases.
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